XR Entertainment Fanfiction Guidelines ver.1.00
INTRODUCTION
This guideline is to widely accept and support the fanfiction using the characters, which copyrights reserved
by XR Entertainment Limited Liability Partnership (the “XR Entertainment”).
Our purpose of developing this guideline is to support creators’ fanfiction activities to build and broaden the
character’s world and possibilities together.
1. APPLIED MATERIAL

All copyrighted materials of Miya Kimino, Kokon, and L Otsuta (the “our characters”)
2. APPLIED TARGET

Individuals and group creator circles/clubs
*Please contact us from the website below if you are a corporate user.
https://xr-entertainment.jp/
3. RANGE OF APPLICATION

For personal profit and non-profit activities
Exceeding the areas of hobbies, such as activities with profits more than \1,000,000 will need to contact XR
Entertainment regardless of personal or corporate activities.
https://xr-entertainment.jp/
Unless contacted separately, in spite of profit or non-profit, creators using our characters for fanfiction will
be considered as agreeing to this guideline and releasing the work under the same copyright as this guideline.
By complying with this guideline and limitations established by this guideline, you may enjoy the creations
without contacting us.
4. GUIDELINES
○ Things creators CAN do
・Creating fanfiction using our characters
・Releasing or distributing fanfiction using our characters
× Things creators CANNOT do
・Creations against public order and morals (R18+, pornographic, grotesque) that degrades our characters’
value and quality
・Using for discriminative, specific belief or religion, and political statements

・Using for publicity and advertisement
・Falsely claiming and using the works of other creators as your own
・Using works in a way to misguide it as the official merchandise without XR Entertainment’s permission
5. LICENSE NOTATION

License Notation: ©XR Entertainment LLP
When releasing or distributing the fanfiction, make sure to put license notation, 1) on the main body, 2) in its
description or imprint, 3) on the package, or 4) in the open website, to state that the activities using our
characters are under our license.
【NOTE】
* We may introduce the works without a notice on our official website, Twitter, Instagram, etc. to share and
show support.
* Depending on the works, we may contact you individually for creating official merchandise.
* XR Entertainment and the creators have the right as the owner to prohibit the creation activities of that
have trespassed the guideline or the works that are plagiarized.

